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the mughals were very keen on acquiring money and in particular, gold, and took special care to get the best deal possible. they spent much time negotiating prices and
taking advantage of any weakness in the other side. this meant that they would come back with a price that was way lower than it was worth. this happened to the english

traders because they had no idea what gold was worth, and the mughals of course did not have to worry about that. however, the english did have one thing that the
mughals were particularly interested in: a new musket. this was a new type of gun being developed in england. it was far better than anything that the mughals had and
the mughals wanted to know everything about it. the english traders were thrilled to tell them about it and showed them drawings and photographs. soon the mughals

were interested in buying these guns. they also needed muskets for their own army. they were amazed at the sight of these guns and the english agreed to sell them at a
much cheaper price. this was not the only thing that the mughals bought from the english, they also bought some cotton, silk and salt. while in delhi you can meet with the

other travelers here and have a great time to share stories, getting to know others and making perhaps travel buddies as well. foreign tourists flock here and you can
share your knowledge about the city and its attractions with them. they also have their own website called kunzum.com where you can upload pictures, no worries about

wifi, they have a free one for you to use. located in hauz khas village, it has become a part of the historical landscape for the city as well. kunzum has become a travel
mecca where people come to tell tales about places unknown and known.
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among the best places to visit in delhi, and a world heritage site
under unesco, humayuns tomb was built in 1570 by humayuns wife

haji begum. it is unarguably one of the most amazing works of
mughal architecture to which taj mahal owes its design. not only the
grave of the mughal emperor, humayun, but this tomb also secures
the graves of bega begum, dara shikoh, hamida begum, along with
other significant members of the mughals. the tomb is made of red
sandstone and white marbles and it looks serene and beautiful even
after so many years. image source among the best places to visit in
delhi, and a world heritage site under unesco, humayuns tomb was
built in 1570 by humayuns wife haji begum. it is unarguably one of
the most amazing works of mughal architecture to which taj mahal

owes its design. not only the grave of the mughal emperor,
humayun, but this tomb also secures the graves of bega begum,

dara shikoh, hamida begum, along with other significant members
of the mughals. the tomb is made of red sandstone and white

marbles and it looks serene and beautiful even after so many years.
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